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Abstract
Intoday's China, rapid modernization is taking place at the expense of the traditional Chinese culture. One
witnesses changes in many aspects of the society. Western ideology like individualism and profit-oriented
consciousness are shaping in the social environment. Left behind are the moral concepts that the traditional culture once held in esteem, such as collective consciousness, mutual respect and love among people, and family values. Regarding the physical environment, western models are copied mechanically, and
traditional cityscapes are fading away. The country is losing its identity.
The goal of this investigation is to generate a new model for Chinese cities. The model provides culturally
and socially appropriate form, which are of distinct Chinese characteristics. Assuming that the design of
the physical environment exerts influence on people's behavior, though not expecting it to dramatically
change the world, the author believes that this model will facilitate the carrying-on of culture through the reembodiment of the spirit of the traditional Chinese society.
The first half of the thesis focuses on the re-examination of Chinese philosophy and traces its imprints in
traditional cities. While an attitude of humanism brought up cities for man, the unique notion of "virtue" nurtured an environment emphasizing both family life and social participation. The indigenous idea of YinYang
embodied itself in the sense of balance and unity between the whole and parts, between regularity and
flexibility, and between the built environment and nature.
The following chapter presents a series of snapshots captured during the author's trip back to China.
Although the information gathered is not complete, due to the brevity of the stay, what has been observed
and recorded does sketch out a picture which allows one to have a general understanding of the current
situation of the urban environment in China.
Chapter IV includes demonstrations of the new model through the redesign of the Guangzhou New City
Center, a counter-proposal to the original master plan of 1993. While the existing scheme is characterized
by the dominance of throughways and super-sized blocks, the new proposal aims at creating a "City for
People" of which the emphasis is placed on the re-establishment of the importance of the street as well as
a better definition of open spaces. Based on the findings of the author's original study of block sizes and
street pattern, it proves in design the feasibility of a compromise among making more streets, buildings
addressing streets and fulfilling the low coverage ratio and high FAR that the program requires.
Finally, Chapter V records for reference the process of the mathematical deduction and analyses from
which the appropriate range of block sizes derive and then apply to the new model.
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FOREWORD
The Chinese nation, through her remarkable cultural contributions, has written a brilliant chapter in the history
of world civilization. Emerging around 2700 B.C., Chinese civilization is considered one of the earliest. What distinguishes it
from its counterparts is, undoubtedly, its vitality. Not unlike
other ancient people, the Chinese suffered from intermittent
warfare, disruption, and invasions through their history. While
other ancient civilizations had long since vanished into the current of history, the Chinese have survived and still play a prominent role in the world. At its core, the traditional Chinese
culture demonstrates its cohesive force, which links together
people of different dialects, customs and descents across a
vast territory and gives them a conscious feeling that they
belong to single enormous family, China. Even at times when
Fig. 0-1: The Great Wall'

e.

1 Pirazzoli-T'serstevens, Michele,
Living Architecture: Chinese. (London: Macdonald & Co. Ltd., 1972) p.
25
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the country was divided into separatist regimes, people
believed that the disruption was only temporary and that reunification would definitely come. Without such cohesion, China's
destiny might have been similar to, say, the Roman Empire,
which disintegrated after the fall of Rome and was never recovered, despite the remarkable efforts of several ambitious monarchs of later generations. The differences that inevitably exist
among subgroups of a country's population can easily intensify
due to political and physical separation. Lacking a shared belief
which stands above all of the diverse group interests, a point
may be reached where the disparities grow so large that it is
impossible for these groups to continue to live together. In the
case of China, it is the Chinese culture that gives its people
their identity and makes the 5000-year history possible. Yang
Bo, a distinguished scholar in Taiwan, in his book A History of
the Chinese People, describes China as a huge cube, which
might topple over at high tides, but will never submerge.

1

1 Yang Bo, A History of the Chinese
people, (HongKong: Cosmos
Books Ltd., 1995) p.52

10

Foreword

CHAPTER I:
INTRODUCTION

Today, many aspects of the traditional Chinese culture have become victims of the modernization that the country
is pursuing on a grand scale. Beginning in 1978, economic
reform and the policy of opening to the world set the country on
a new course. Development of national economy, rather than
class struggle in ideology, has become the first priority of the
country. Everyone remembers the famous slogan in the 1980s
which encouraged people to strive for material success. It said,
"no matter what color it is, black or white, a good cat is one that
catches mice." In order to liberate production forces, planning
economy has been replaced by market economy, which is governed by the law of value. Various modes of the system of ownership are allowed to coexist, and consequently private
businesses are booming.
The result of the reformation is two-fold. On the one
hand, it has brought about unprecedented economic growth
and prosperity in recent Chinese history. On the other hand,
one can also sense profound social transformations are on
their way. First of all, the law of value directs people toward
"profit". Thus gains become the only important behavioral motivation. Influenced by the "cat argument", this profit-oriented
consciousness is further augmented. Besides, the high level of
material civilization of western developed countries unavoid-
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ably has a strong appeal to everyone in China. Aware of lagging far behind, an individual Chinese can not help but think
that everything from the West is superior to what he possesses.
Some would pin the blame on the traditional culture and would
eagerly shrug off the baggage that is labeled "Feudalism". As a
result of all this, western thoughts, including the emphasis on
individualism, egotism and money worship is gradually taking
shape in the social environment. Left behind are the moral concepts that the traditional culture once held in esteem, such as
collective consciousness, mutual respect and mutual love
among people and family values.
Looking at history, one finds a similar episode of
social transformations during the first half of the 19th century in
America. In his book, The Revolutionary Age of Andrew Jackson, Professor Robert V. Remini gives an account,'
'The whole continent presents a scene of scrambling
and roars with greedy hurry'... 'Go ahead is the real
motto of the country'... for individuals it meant the consuming need to make money. There was a restless,
driving desire to be better off.
"But there was a price" as Remini continues,2
a high price- Americans paid for 'go ahead'. In the past
everybody had belonged; all were important to each
other and to society as a whole. Individuals, no matter
what they did for a living or what their social position,
had the comforting knowledge that they were needed
and wanted. And this strong sense of belonging and
12
Chapter
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1 Robert V.Remini,The Revolutionary Age of Andrew Jackson, (New
York: Harper Torchbooks, 1987) p.
5
2 Ibid., p.6

participation was buttressed by power links of family, of
community responsibility, and of church membership.
But 'go ahead' changed all that. With men and women
on the move, scrambling to achieve material success,
they had no time for the needs of others. Their responsibility was to themselves and their own goals. Never
mind the neighbors...
One might argue that these social changes are the necessary
price that Chinese people should pay. Yet this price will be too
high. A society in harmony will degenerate into one that is governed by crude, undisguised money worship. If the nation loses
her essential spirit leaving only a husk of modernity, one can
not help but ask, from the depth of his heart, "Is this still
China?"
Interestingly, regarding the physical environment of
today's China, an analogous issue of identity has been raised.
Admittedly, China's success in urban development has been
tremendous. The accumulation of the wealth enables the country to engage in rapid urbanization. While in the early 1980s,
there were only about 200 cities and 2000 towns, in 1993 the
statistics are 500 and 12000 respectively. Urban population
grew from 12% to 20% of the total population. 1 Yet, quantitative achievement is not the only criteria. The quality of these
newly-built settlements is questionable. As an echo of the
1 Zhou, Ganshi, "Chinese Architecture in the year 2000," Architectural
Journal, n.5,1993 p.2

social changes, the fascination with western modern architecture leads to a total repudiation of the traditional Chinese archiAn
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tectural culture. In schools, architecture students are reluctant
to study Chinese architecture. Some do not even want to annotate their drawings in Chinese.

1

In practice, western models

are copied mechanically. Traditional cityscapes are fading
away. Identity is being questioned. Gil Wu On-tai, an American
architect laments today's Beijing, "Beijing is perhaps the worst
example. Blink your eyes and you could be in Miami Beach,
Waikiki, Brooklyn, or any big city, USA. No frill, flat roofed condominiums are being built as quickly as possible and they look
like high rise public housing projects, or recently promulgated
senior citizen high rise complexes. And this in a country with
one of the richest histories in the world in terms of design and
architecture! What a shame.'

2

Far more than an unpleasant outward appearance,
the change in physical environment also alters people's way of
Fig. 1-1: A typical modern residential

neighborhood 3

1 Huang Weijuan, "On Chinese Culture and Modern Civilization," Architectural Journal n.8 1991 p.59
2 Judith F.Lenthall, "An Architectural
Challenge for China's Future,"
Building in China. 1988 June v.1 n.2
p.38
3 Kenneth Treister, Chinese Architecture. Urban Planning and Landscape Design - A Series of Essays.
(Gainesville, Florida: College of
Architecture, University of Florida,
1987).p.57
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life. Scattered-site high rise apartments replace the traditional
city fabric whose human scale promotes tenderness and coziness. Vehicular-oriented highways obliterate the richness of
street life. Without a suitable setting which facilitates physical
interaction, people tend to withdraw from social life and give up
their social responsibilities. Considering the burgeoning of individualism and egotism, one would not deny that such a change
in the physical environment is partly, if not fully, responsible for
the social and moral decay.
"It is never too late to mend the fold even after some
of the sheep have been lost:" says a Chinese idiom. In the latest plenary session of the Central Committee of the Chinese
government, which was held from October 7 to 10 in Beijing
1996, the construction of Spiritual Civilization in the process of
modernization was the central issue discussed. A resolution,
passed unanimously, places equal emphases on both spiritual
and material civilization. One aspect of the Spiritual Civilization
is elevating the level of morality of the society as an attempt to
counter the ongoing moral decay. Specifically, the resolution
appeals to people to attain a balance among individual, collective, and state interest and to create an agreeable environment
of social harmony on the basis of mutual aid, benefit, respect,
and love. It calls for a carrying forward of the fine traditions and
culture while critically absorbing the advanced knowledge from
An
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the West. Generally speaking, the resolution comes at a crucial
moment and guides the nation towards the correct path in the
pursuit of modernity.
Any conscientious Chinese who is concerned about
the future of the nation should take the construction of Spiritual
Civilization seriously. This investigation is an active response in
the field of architecture and urban design. The goal is to generate a new model for Chinese cities. Since it has been estimated
that around 10000 cities and towns will be built in the coming
decades,1 it is not difficult to imagine that these new-borns, with
their anonymously modern looks, will irreversibly change the
Chinese landscape, if architects do not intervene. The new
model will provide culturally and socially appropriate form,
which are of distinct Chinese characteristics. Based on the
study of traditional cities in general, from which design ideas
will be retrieved and reused, the model aims at the carrying on
of the Chinese architectural culture while taking advantage of
modern technology. What is more important is the social role
that this new model is about to play. More than merely a reproduction of some ancient urban forms, it intends to grasp the
spirit of the traditional Chinese society. A critical reexamination
of Chinese philosophy will provide cultural and social interpretations of the traditional cities. When these notions are re-

1

.Demetrios Matheous, "Essex men

embodied in the new model, it will exert a favorable influence
16
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look to China," Architect's Journal,
July 1992, p. 10

on people by molding a physical environment which promotes
not only a balance between social responsibility and privacy
but also harmony among people and unity with nature, all of
which represent the essence of the Chinese mind. Consistent
with the appeal to Spiritual Civilization, the ultimate purpose of
the new model will be an significant contribution to the rebuilding of a strong collective consciousness and the regaining of a
sense of pride in traditional culture.
Disillusionment in the early modernists' belief that
architects could solve all the problems in the society through
their design of buildings and cities, leads to the questioning of
the effectiveness of the proposal in terms of its social role.
Therefore, it is necessary to clarify the assumption of this
investigation. On the one hand, various forces, such as political, social, economic, cultural and so on, shape the physical
environment. On the other hand, this built environment, not
being passive, in turn affects people's behavior to some
extents. While the first fold of the assumption is generally
accepted, the second part derives from the studies of Amos
Rapoport, professor of architecture and anthropology, who
elaborates on man-environment interaction in his work Human
Aspects of Urban Form, Toward a Man-Environment Approach
1 Rapoport,

Amos, Human Aspects
of Urban Form, Toward a Man-Environment Approach to Urban Form &
Design. (New York: Pergomon
Press, 1977) p.2

to Urban Design. Rapoport mentions three attitudes, "environmental determinism", "possibilism" and "probabilism".
An Ideal
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the first view argues that "physical environment determines
human behavior', the second one states that it only "provides
possibilities and constraints within which people make choice
based on other, mainly cultural criteria." Rapoport's study is
based on "probabilism" in which the built environment is seen
as "a setting for human activities." It provides "possibilities for
choice and is not determining, but some choices are more
probable than others in given physical settings." I Rapoport further points out that "the built environment provides cues for
behavior" which can be read as "a form of non-verbal communication." 2 In the case of the new model for Chinese cities, the
re-presentation of the spatial quality of a typical Chinese city by
the adoption of traditional urban design ideas will give hints to
people and suggests certain patterns of behavior which were
generally accepted in the past. It does not necessarily follow
that everyone will alter their way of life in direct response to the
new physical environment. Nevertheless, the model offers possibilities for its users, which, at least, is a positive attempt, and
is as far as an architect can reach in the field of architecture
and urban design.
It is also a necessity to state the scope and limit of
this investigation. As has been mentioned above, the goal of
creating a new model is not only to preserve Chinese architec1 Rapoport, p.2

tural culture but to carry on the Chinese mind, if it is possible.
18
Chapter
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2Ibid.,p.3

Therefore, the main concern here is with physical form, Chinese philosophy and the relationship between the two. When
the study deals with the analysis of traditional cities, they will be
viewed through the lens of Chinese thoughts. This does not
mean that philosophy is the only force that shapes the physical
environment, since cities are the embodiment of various forces
simultaneously. Similarly, when situations in modern Chinese
cities, especially those newly-built settlements after 1978, are
evaluated, the focus is on how the traditional Chinese mind is
not reflected. Besides, this investigation is by no means an
attempt to eulogize the feudist past of China. Traditional Chinese thinking, after two millenniums of feudalism, was institutionalized and ossified, which kept the country from moving
ahead in the past three centuries. Today, the appeal for preservation of fine tradition and culture is above all forward-looking
and under the premise of reform and progress. Therefore, the
reexamination of the Chinese mind in the following part will
exclude the dross of feudalism and only assimilate the essence
which is still applicable in today's society.
Finally, the new model will be exemplified through
the redesign of a "new town area" in Guangdong province in
Southern China. The region, being in a pioneer position in the
course of reform, has witnessed rapid growth and dramatic
changes in both physical and social environment. This qualifies
An
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it as an ideal choice for the site of the new model. Patches of
new urban settlements are burgeoning on the land. The socalled "New Town Area" is basically a product of economic
growth. In order to relieve a series of problems due to the
increasing urban population and economic activities in old cities, local governments usually allot pieces of land in the near
suburb or countryside for new development, provided they
have easy access to exiting infrastructure. The goal is clear
and simple, to attract foreign capital and get instant results.The
idea does bring in real estate developers, and new town areas
are built up rapidly at the expense of the quality of the environment. Administratively, these new town areas are parts of the
old cities, but they enjoy a relatively high level of independence
in terms of their functions. In other words, they are like cities
within cities, whose nature allow them to be eligible for the new
model. In addition, that the stress of the design is on physical
form rather than city planning determines choice of the scale of
the design. As Rapoport mentions, the difference between
urban design and city planning lies in scale.' When a site gets
larger and larger, the participation of planners becomes more
and more indispensable. In general, a new town area is
intended to accommodate around 100,000 to 200,000 people.
The size and scale are still in the range where architects are
able to assume a full control as far as urban design is conChapter

1: Introduction

1 Rapoport, p.3

cerned, although it is impossible to exclude some reasonable
considerations based on planning principles. Therefore, the
use of a new town area as a site for the new model will be a
feasible approach.
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CHAPTER II:
TRADITIONAL CITIES
AND THE CHINESE MIND
"Philosophy is more significant in China, in the life of
even the common man, than in any other civilization in the history of the world:' writes Professor Charles A. Moore in the
introduction to his editorial volume the Chinese Mind, Essentials of Qhinese Philosophy and Culture.

1

Here, the word "phi-

losophy", broadly defined, refers to the most general beliefs,
concepts and attitude of an individual or a group. Moore was an
internationally known scholar who devoted to a better understanding and communication between the East and West in his
life time. He pointed out the necessity of a knowledge of the
Chinese mind since its influence has been profound in various
aspects of Chinese life.
In the realm of architecture, the Chinese had enormous achievements in building their cities. Traditional Chinese
cities presented distinct physical forms which were results of
many different forces, such as military, geographic, political,
economic and so on. Among them, the Chinese philosophy
played an dominant role. Inthe following parts of analyses, one
can trace the imprints of the Chinese thoughts in traditional cities. At a starting point, an attitude of humanism brought up cit1 Charles A. Moore, The Chinese
Mind. Essentials of Chinese Philos-

ophy and Culture, (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1967) p. 1

ies for men. The unique notion of "virtue" nurtured an
environment emphasizing both family life and social participaAn
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tion. The indigenous idea of YinYang embodied itself in the
sense of a balance and unity between the whole and parts,
between regularity and flexibility, and between the built environment and nature. In order to attain a more in-depth understanding of traditional Chinese cities, it is necessary to have a
survey of the Chinese mind in the first place.

Regarding the fundamental characteristics of the

Chinese Philosophy:
Humanism

Chinese thought and life, humanism, first of all, is one of the
most significant aspects. In western civilization, the relationship
between man and god had always been a central issue. From
the great epics of early Greece, the Iliad and the Odyssey. to
Goethe's Faust of the 18th century, one finds the existence of
spiritual beings which exerted tremendous influence on mankind.

1

In the case of China, man has been the center in all

aspects of life since Zhou Dynasty (1111-221 B.C.) Although
supernatural figures played a dominant role in the two even
earlier dynasties, Xia and Shang (2100 BC - 1112 BC), the
advancement in productive force enabled Chinese people to
realize their

ability in dealing with nature. The role of man

became more evident. Therefore, a shift occurred during Zhou
Dynasty, and man emerged as the center of the society.

2

It

was Confucius who further developed this attitude of humanism
Chapter II: Traditional Cities And The Chinese Mind

Dai Liu, On Chinese Culture:

Thoughts, vol. 2. (Beijing:1992)
p.245
2

Moore, p.18

and made the shift complete. In the words of Wing-Tsit Chan,
whose essay "Chinese Theory and Practice, with Special Reference to Humanism" is collected in Moore's book, Confucius
"brought humanism to its climax", which can be summed up in
his "celebrated saying: 'It is man that make the Way great and
not the Way that make man great"'.

'

By saying that, Confu-

cianism asserted that man as the center of the world, although
it did not follow that it negated the existence of supernatural
forces. Humanism gave Chinese philosophy a clear direction,
man coming first. The issues that Chinese thinkers investigated
almost all closely related to human life and social practice.
They wrote extensively on topics like the self-perfection of the
individual, the relationship among family members or people
and the art of social living. In this sense, the Chinese philosophy was also socially and politically oriented.

The notion of Virtue

2

While humanism acted as a starting point, the
notion of "virtue" and YinYang lied at the core of the Chinese
thoughts. Virtue was developed within the framework of Confucianism and mostly concerned ethics, whereas YinYang basically related to metaphysics. Working together, both concepts
laid the foundation of the Chinese philosophy.
Virtue was a term that had never been explicitly

Moore, p. 19
2 Liu, p.246

defined. Although it literally referred to moral conducts, it actuAn
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ally went far beyond that. Many ancient thinkers wrote about it.
For example, according to Chungtzu, one who knows how to
behave has virtue.

1

To put it simply, virtue was what one

learned from his life practice. If he could grasp the nature of all
things, including man and society, then he was considered having virtue. Vague as it was, this notion was of prime importance
in the Chinese philosophy. Even knowledge and ability were
treated in a secondary place when compared to virtue. Gaining
virtue was a prerequisite to one's successful life. The inseparability of the two was fully revealed in the famous argument in
one of the Confucian classics. In Moore's interpretation, "the
investigation of things leads to sincerity of will, and that to personal moral integrity, and that to the well-established family,
and that to the well-ordered state, and that to peace in the
world". 2 It pointed out that social well-being and harmony was
rooted in the attainment of virtue of the individual. In short, It
was "sageliness within and kingliness without". Moore regarded
this as an "almost all-inclusive sorties" that summarized the
thought of Confucianism. 3
After all, what were the characters of a virtuous
man? Confucian thinkers identified and advocated several of
them, such as benevolence, filial piety, loyalty, reciprocity,
courage, trustworthiness and so on. In a narrow sense, these
were only individual moral conducts. Yet, when their extended
Chapter II: Traditional Cities And The Chinese Mind

1 Dai Liu, On Chinese Culture: Art
(Beijing: 1992) p. 692
2 Moore, p. 7
3 Ibid.

meanings were taken into account, they were all of social significance and contributed to the shaping of the Chinese mind.
The School of Confucianism spared no efforts on
the exhortation of benevolence that they regarded as "the highest ideal of true manhood". 'When a disciple once asked what
benevolence was, Confucius answered: "Love men".

2

Such

love is innate in all human being. According to Mencius, a great
philosopher who carried forward the thought of Confucius,
stated that benevolence was what distinguishes man from birds
and beasts. Other thinkers further developed this concept of
benevolence. For example, Han Fei Tzu said: "Benevolence is
to love men joyously and from the innermost of his hearf'. 3 No
matter how the concept was interpreted, love was central to it.
It was only through love that benevolence could be achieved.
Being sincere, natural and humane, such love revealed the
spirit of the traditional Chinese society. Where there was
mutual love among people, the environment was full of human
sensibilities.
More than simply an advocacy, Confucianism indicated that to cultivate benevolence should begin with filial piety,
a notion whose uniqueness characterized the Chinese mind.
Hsieh yu-mei, one of the contributors in Moore's book, elabo1 Moore,

rates on the concept in his essay "Filial Piety and Chinese

sjkid.

Society". He first points out the correlation between benevo-

2 1bid.,

p. 153
p.152
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lence and filial piety by saying that the latter is a "basic requirement to the former. 1 That children love their parents is human
nature. It is a feeling which has been given when one is born.
Therefore, as Hsieh continues, "this inherent love-and-respect
toward parents is the feeling of filial piety. And this is the fountainhead of benevolence. It is the germination or starting point
of the gradually expanding virtue, the universal love of mankind". 2Practicing filial piety helps one to cultivate his feeling of
love to other people. Confucian thinkers would argue that if one
gave up his innate love to his parents, how he could be
expected to love others. Thus, filial piety was the root to all
love. It was the first step on one's life journey to the attainment
of benevolence.
When one had fulfilled his filial duties toward his
parents, he was expected to expand his feeling of love to other
people, putting himself in the place of another. Mencius writes,
"treat with reverence the elders in your own family, so that the
elders in other families shall be similarly treated; treat with kindness the young in your own family, so that the young in other
families shall be similarly treated". 3 The ultimate purpose was
to cultivate love toward all mankind.
The influence of the filial piety has been manifold.
First of all, it asserted the importance of the family in traditional

1 Moore, p. 170
2

Ibid.,

Chinese society. The practice of filial piety took advantage of

3

Ibid., p.173

Chapter II: Traditional Cities And The Chinese Mind

the inherent love of man and placed strong emphasis on it,
which as a result solidified the blood relationship among family
members and turned a family into an indivisible unit of the society. Within such a unit, every member believed that he himself
was only part of it and his personal interest tied to the benefit of
family. To illustrate, when one achieved success, he was often
praised for bringing honor to his ancestors or family. On the
contrary, when he committed crime, his family could rarely
escape from being punished. A sense of group consciousness
was then formed, which implied the responsibilities that a family member should take for his family. Rather than caring about
himself only, one had to keep in mind his family. Whatever he
did had to be in accord with the well-being of his family.
Aside from the consolidation of the family, filial piety
grounded the abstract concept of benevolence into reality, and
more specific directions were given to people. Benevolence
began with the love between children and their parents then
extended to that between the elder and younger. A fine tradition took shape in the Chinese society, that the younger
respected the elder who in turn took good care of the younger.
When love reached the level of an extended family, a close
relationship among kinfolks were similarly established, which
also became one characteristic of the Chinese people. Such
emphasis on kinship was not often found in other cultures,
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especially those in the West, where individualism was held in
esteem.
At the final stage, when filial piety was expanded to
all men as a whole, there came its historical mission. A new
definition in a broad sense of filial piety arose. It was one's
responsibility to both his ancestors as well as offsprings for
whatever he did. In the final analysis, it contributed to the maintenance of the whole nation's flow of life. 1 The essence of filial
piety lied right here. On the one hand, one carried on the life
work of his parents; on the other hand, he placed hopes on his
later generations. The practice of filial piety evoked one's
awareness of the infinite flow of life and kept him from being
afraid of the transience of his own life time, for his pursuit of
eternity was transferred and grounded onto the continuity of the
nation and its culture. 2This was the historical significance of
filial piety, on which Hsieh set a high value in his article. He
remarks: "By the practice of such a virtue as filial piety,
although still far from being perfect, Chinese society and its culture could therefore endure throughout the past several thousand years up to the present. The unity of every family, the
solidarity of the community, are the unification of the whole
nation all depend upon the strengthening of such love".3
Like benevolence and filial piety, loyalty and reciprocity were also important doctrines of Confucianism. It is
Chapter II: Traditional Cities And The Chinese Mind

1 Liu, (thoughts), p. 223.
1 bid., pp. 222-223
2

Moore, p. 183

often mistaken to believe that loyalty only referred to a sort of
unconditional faithfulness that ministers or people possessed
toward the king, despite the fact that such moral character was
highly emphasized in feudal dynasties. According to its original
meaning, loyalty was an attitude toward all men.1 Hsieh writes,
"loyalty is self-devotion to the duties to other men". It suggested
sincerity and respect among people in the society. When
everyone respected others and treats them faithfully for the
sake of humanity, social harmony was not far away.
The ideal harmony that Chinese people desired was
closely linked to the doctrine of reciprocity. To put it simply, reciprocity was "what you do not want done to yourself, do not do
to others". It was the Golden Rule of Confucianism. On the
one hand, it implied mutual understanding and help among
people. By placing himself in the position of others, one would
no longer merely care about himself but learn to share the feelings of others. When they were in need of help, he would be
willing to offer it, as if he was helping himself. On the other
hand, reciprocity hinted concession. Where there were conflicts, both sides would seek to meet their opponents halfway in
an attempt to diminish enmity. 3 Working together, loyalty and
reciprocity brought up harmony which the Chinese actively pur1 Moore,

3

p.317

Iid., p.227

sued at all levels throughout history. Harmony among individuals led to that in the family, to that in the village, to that in the
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state and to that in the world.
Social well-being and harmony relied on the proper
development of the individual, which was through the cultivation of virtue, such as benevolence, filial piety, loyalty, reciprocity and so on. 1 Here, an underlying issue deserves more
attention. It is the relationship between the individual and society. In the light of Confucianism, the two were mutually dependent. The argument of "sageliness within and kingliness
without" was a double-barreled outlook on the status of the individual in the society.2 While "sageliness within" refers to the
self-perfection of the individual, "kingliness without" implied
social responsibilities. In the words of YP. Mei, another contributor to Moore's book with his essay "Status of the Individual
in Social Thought and Practice", "Kingliness without" consisted
of "three outward steps of social extension spreading to the
family, the state, and the whole world". 3 Mei further elaborates
on the correlation between the individual and society. As he
puts,
Social well-being depends on the proper cultivation of the individual, to be sure, but the individual can
achieve the full realization of his destiny only through
public service and social participation. Social obligations and responsibilities of an individual are not chains

32

and burdens to be escaped from, or to be borne and

1 Moore, p.327

suffered. To the contrary, it is in the fulfillment of these

2 Ibid.,

p.323

social responsibilities that the individual realizes his

3 Ibid.,

p.327
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complete personal fulfillment. In a very fundamental
sense, the individual and society in Confucian social
thought are mutual dependent.

1

The mutual dependence between the individual and
society asserted the importance of social participation in one's
search for self-perfection. In other words, the attainment of virThe notion of YinYang

tue required taking social responsibilities. The significance of
this notion was far-reaching, for it played a major role in molding the collective consciousness in the traditional Chinese society. The fulfillment of obligations to a large social group or the
society strengthened one's sense of belonging. Man was not
only a singly individual but a social being. Cognitively, this
necessitated a unity between personal interest and group benefit. The art of social living in China was fully disclosed here. To
quote Moore, "(this is) an attitude in and toward life in society
which characteristically identifies Chinese thought in this area
as distinct from that in all other cultures - an attitude which, by
the way, Leibniz described as far superior to the Western, or
Christian, way of civil life".

2

To sum up, the Confucian notion of virtue was one
of the main pillars in the traditional Chinese philosophy. The
exhortation of the development of moral integrity as well as the
fulfillment of social responsibilities were embedded in the Chinese mind. Consequently, social harmony was achieved where
Moore, pp. 327-328
2 Ibid., p. 5
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sciousness were highly valued.
Parallel to the notion of virtue and equally important
in the shaping of the Chinese mind was the concept of YinYang. The idea originated from I China (The Book of Changes),
which was considered as one of the earliest Chinese classics.
Yin and Yang were associated with two divinatory symbols,
"Kun" and "Qian". "Qian" denotes the life-force of a grass sprout
breaking through the soil, whereas "Kun" stands for the ground
that extends infinitely. Metaphysically, they are Yang and Yin
accordingly. To put them in the physical world, they refer to
hardness and softness.' To cite I Ching, "the way of the heaven
lies in Yin and Yang; the way of the earth lies in hardness and
softness". 2 Generally speaking, the concept of YinYang reveals
a mode of rudimentary dialectical thinking in the Chinese mind.
While it asserts the coexistence of two antithetical forces
behind all phenomena, it also searches for a unity between the
two opposites.
The idea of YinYang was also associated with Taoism, whose believers looked upon Laotzu as their founding
father. Laotzu was a great philosopher, a contemporary of Confucius. He set down his ideas in a 5000-character treatise, the
famous Tao Te Ching. It is necessary to clarify that Taoism as
a school of thought was different from that as a religion, which
1 Liu, (Thoughts), p. 696

was developed several hundred years after Laotzu's death.
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2 Ibid.

Thus, in this discussion, only the philosophical connotations of
YinYang are relevant. The influence of Tao Te Ching has been
profound in terms of the breadth of the topics that it covers and
the depth of the philosophical insights it provides. One of the
most enlightening idea that Laotzu presented was a dialectical
outlook on the world, which to a great extent followed the idea
of YinYang and allowed it to become a prevailing mode of
thoughts in Chinese metaphysics.
Laotzu affirms the coexistence of dyadic opposites
of nature. 1 In chapter II,Tao Te Ching, he writes,
Everyone understands that which makes 'beauty' beautiful,
And thus the concept of ugliness arises.
Everyone understands that which makes 'goodness' good,
And thus the concept of badness arises.
Hence, being and non-being give both to each other;
Difficult and easy complete each other;
Long and short form each other;
High and low lean on each other;
Sound and echo are harmonious with each other;
And before and after follow each other. 2
All things have their opposite sides, and things reveal themselves only through the existence of their antitheses. Thesis
1 Benjamin I.Schwartz, The World of

Thought in Ancient China, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
1985) p. 203
2 Ku-ying Chen, Lao Tzu, Text,
Notes, and Comments, (San Francisco: Chinese Materials Center,inc.1977) p.58
3 Schwartz, p. 203

and antithesis are mutually dependent and inseparable. The
notion of YinYang was precisely based on "this general principle of dyadic complementary and / or opposition",3 in which Yin
often refers to as being feminine, negative, weak, soft, passive,
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and so on while Yang means being masculine, positive, strong,
hard and dynamic.
Yet, the state of antithesis is never meant to be
unchanged. On the contrary, Yin and Yang are always in a process of alternation by which change and development of things
become possible. When the force of Yin reaches its climax, it
also starts to decline and at the same time the force of Yang
begins to take over gradually. Similarly, when Yang is at its
highest level, it will be followed by the rising up of Yin. Laotzu
draws examples from nature to illustrate such a cycle of rotation of the two opposites. "The sun declines after it reaches its
zenith. The moon wanes after it waxes full. A lamp is going to
be extinguished after it burns brightly".

1

The concept of the

alternation of Yin and Yang reveals not only a dialectical perspective that the world is in constant change but also the
underlying principle that changes are driven by the antithetical
forces.
In Tao Te Ching, Laotzu further developed the idea
of YinYang by emphasizing a potential for growth. He writes,
Without allowance for filling, a valley will run dry;
Without allowance for growing, creation will stop functioning.

2

Upon these two lines, Amo lh Tiao Chang makes a penetrating
analysis in his book The Tao of Architecture. "Since growth is

regarded as the basic function of everything alive, anything
36
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Chen, p.11
2Ibid., p.194

which is complete, perfect, and can not grow and change is by
definition dead. Laotzu's idea of life and of the function of
nature is that all things are springing from nothingness, growing
from incompletion toward their fullest maturities, and thereby
becoming deteriorated".

'

Laotzu suggested a potential for

growth, a way of deliberate incompletion, so that things can still
have opportunities for development and change.
One of the most salient features of the Chinese philosophy was its inclusiveness, which undoubtedly derived from
the notion of YinYang. Inclusiveness suggests an attitude of
both-and, which was on based on the acceptance of the coexistence of antithetical forces.

2

While Westerners tended to

assume an either/or position with clear-cut exclusiveness in
dealing with opposite factors, Chinese people would not overemphasize one at the expense of the other, since both sides
were regarded as equally important and mutually dependent. A
convincing example of this both-and attitude is the double-barreled argument of "sageliness within and kingliness without",
which has been discussed before.
The attitude of both-and led to a pursuit of synthesis
that the Chinese always spoke of. A synthesis goes beyond the
stage of the coexistence of two rivaling forces and represents a
1 Amos Ih Tiao Chang, The Tao of

Architecture, (Princeton University
Press, 1956) p.4
2 Moore, p. 6

state of fine balance between Yin and Yang after their inevitable struggle which brings about necessary growth or decline on
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both sides. In reality, it is a state of harmony. Moore comments,
(this synthetic attitude) "applies the Chinese spirit of harmony
in the realm of the intellect and in the realm of religion as well
as in the practical and ethical life of man".

1

It was because of

such inclusiveness, Confucianism and Taoism were able to
coexist throughout history. When Buddhism was introduced to
China from India in the 4th century A.D., it found no trouble in
establishing a position among Chinese people and was assimilated into the Chinese culture before long. What epitomized this
synthetic attitude of inclusiveness was the argument of a unity
between man and heaven, on which the Chinese set a high
value. Inhabiting in the space between heaven and earth, Chinese people believed that nature and man were inseparable.
Nurtured by nature, man in turn paid his respects to the landforms as well as the hydrologic conditions of the environment
and never attempted to disturb its natural course. Heaven,
earth, and mankind made up an ecological entity in which man
lived in harmony with nature.
Corresponding to the perspective that the world is
not static but in constant changes, Chinese people in real life
placed special emphasis on the notion of flexibility, taking into
consideration a temporal factor. To put it more precisely, being
flexible implies allowing things to have a potential to grow in
dealing with changes, as Laotzu advocates. Such a flexibility
38
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Moore, p.6

for growth took various forms. For instance, in traditional Chinese paintings, artists deliberately left plenty of empty space so
as to intrigue a viewer's imagination to complete the pictures.
The non-being encouraged infinite interpretations and thus
gave a painting its life. A potential for growth also had its version in the social environment, commonly known as "leeway",
which was somewhat congruent with the above-mentioned,
Confucian concept of concession. Again, when there were conflicts, both sides, instead of pushing their opponents with full
strength, would leave some leeway so that enimity would not
become perpetual and conflicts could be settled down eventually. 1
In short, the notion of YinYang and Virtue delineated a complete picture of the Chinese mind. While the former
outlined a rudimentary, dialectical world-view, which gave rise
to the inclusiveness as well as an emphasis on flexibility, the
latter revealed Chinese people's pursuit of a well-ordered, harmonious society which rooted in the an individual's cultivation
of moral integrity.
Traditional Cities as Manifestation of the Chinese
Mind
Liang Si-cheng, a distinguished architect in recent
Chinese history, once said: "For 4000 years, Chinese architec1 Moore, p.227
2 Liu, (Art), p.695

ture was accomplished at a stretch". 2 Like the Chinese nation,
39
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traditional Chinese architecture enjoyed its continuity. Across a
vast territory, buildings of various regions shared a same set of
design principles and construction techniques, which, though
being modified from time to time, remained virtually unchanged
until the advent of modern era. Inthe case of the traditional cities, the commonalities in terms of urban form as well as the
spatial quality were even more apparent. When viewed as a
whole, a traditional Chinese city exhibited its orderliness with
artistic unity, geometric regularity and explicit hierarchy. At the
micro-level, the urban environment was of humanness and
vitality, which owed its birth to human scale, courtyard type
architecture and the richness of street life. From different perspectives and to various degree, all these features in the traditional cities embodied the most general beliefs of the Chinese
people.

Orderliness -

The overall order of a city was first of all given by its
unity between the whole and parts. When Aristotle stated the
idea that the whole is larger than the sum of its constituent
parts, ancient Chinese were by no means behind in developing
a way of holistic thinking. Their awareness of the importance of
the whole as opposed to individual parts was revealed through
the highly-acclaimed unity presented in the traditional Chinese
Chapter II: Traditional Cities And The Chinese Mind

A Macroscopic Overview:
Unity

cities. An emphasis on the city as a whole as well as a balance
among all its components contributed to unity. When a city was
designed, the primary concern of ancient artisans was the artistic conception of the entire whole. As Andrew Boyd describes in
his book Chinese Architecture and Town Planning, "the Chinese conception of monumentality applied to the city as a
whole and enclosures within it as wholes, not to individual
buildings". 1 Such an attempt mirrored the strong collective consciousness of the Chinese mind under the influence of Confucianism. In coping with the relationship between the individuals
and the society or a social group, the Chinese believed that
social well-being was their ultimate pursuit, which demanded
self-realization of the individuals be in accord with the collective
benefit of the group. Analogously, a city, the physical agglomeration of buildings, had a higher priority than its components in
expressing itself. All buildings were parts of an organic whole,
and thus subordinate to the overall composition of the city while
claiming their identity, since unity necessitated coordination
and balance among all elements.
Probably ancient Chinese had never produced a
great building that was comparable with the Greek Parthenon
or the Roman Pantheon that everyone can name today, yet no
1Andrew Boyd, Chinese Architecture and Town Planning, (Chicago:
The University of Chicago Press,
1962) p.72

one could forget the compelling unity of the Forbidden City as a
whole. It is the beauty and grandeur of the ensemble that no
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single building can be able to achieve. Located at the heart of

Fig. 2-1: The Imperial City 1

Beijing, which for centuries has been the capital of the country,
the Forbidden City was in fact a city within a city. Separated by
a moat and city walls, the complex housed the imperial family
of supreme power. The most skillful artisans and builders in the
country were put together for the construction of the city. As a
result, the Forbidden City represented the highest level of
achievement that the Chinese accomplished in architecture
and city design. Throughout the complex, all elements -walls,
gate buildings, corner towers, palaces, corridors, living quarters
and courtyards -work in concert with each other, none of which
attempt to stand out the whole composition. The order in
arrangement, the appropriate variation in scale as well as the
42
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1 Zheng, Zhihai and Qu zhijing, The

Forbidden City in Beijing, (Beijing:
China Today Press, 1993) cover
page
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Fig. 2-2: (left) The Axial Line 1
Fig. 2-3: (right) Plan of the Imperial
City 2

sequence in the alternation of solid and void reveals the
designer's conception of the whole. Regarding the grandeur of
the ensemble, Joseph Needham makes a comparison with the
Renaissance Palace,
The contrast with the Renaissance palace is striking,
for there the open vista, as at Versailles, is the concentrated upon a single central building, the palace as
something detached from the town. The Chinese conception was much grander and more complex, for in
one composition there were hundreds of buildings, and

1 Boyd, p. 65

2

d., p. 69
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the palace itself was only part of the larger organism of
the whole city with its walls and avenues.

1

Yet the grandeur is of subtlety. Although the whole complex is
axially laid out, its axis does not cut through the plan but opens
itself up on either side. Boyd describes, "the axial line passes
through openings in the walled enclosures under buildings
above. The whole length of axis is never revealed at once, it
does not present a vista but a succession of varied spaces in a
related sequence, each one blocked but visibly leading on to a
further stage".

2 In this

way, a viewer is aware of the presence

of the axis but not dominated by it. Boyd also points out the
similar subtlety typical in Chinese landscape paintings, where
there is "no center or focal point round which the whole composition is arranged, but either a long progression in one direction
of a diffusion and balance of elements throughout the composition". 3 Therefore, in the Forbidden City, there is no single climax overpowering in scale. Even the throne hall, the Hall of
Supreme Harmony, important as it is, is only one major incident
on the axis, for the composition continues northwards and goes
far beyond it. 4
Inaddition to the balance between constituent parts,
unity of a traditional Chinese city also relied on harmony with its
surrounding environment. While their western counterparts
considered nature as an opposing force to be conquered, the
Chinese loved nature and their appreciation of the beauty of
44
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1 Joseph Needham, Science and
Civilization in China, vol. 4. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1971) p. 77
2 Boyd, p.73
3 lbid.
41 _id, p. 74

landscape appeared in literatures of early Zhou Dynasty 3000
years ago. In the Book of Songs, one reads verses like "In good
order palaces echo the distant mountains".

1

In the Chinese

mind, the built environment and nature were organically weld
together, presenting a unified beauty. This was an embodiment
of the concept of a unity between man and heaven as well as
the synthetic attitude of the Chinese, which has been stated
before. If nature, being existent and passive, was the force of
Yin, then the built environment, the imprints of human efforts,
represented the Yang. Laotzu says, "All things are held in Yin,
and carry Yang; And they are held together in the Ch'i of teeming energy".

2 In others

words, things thrive in the unity of Yin

and Yang. The Chinese believed that human efforts should
only be a continuation of the works of nature, rather than an
opposing force to obliterate the existing environment,
Regarding architecture and cities, the Chinese were
particular about FengShui, the pattern of wind and water.
Developed from the notion of YinYang and Taoist Cosmology,
the study of FengShui searched for a way in which man lived in
harmony with nature. The essence of FengShui aesthetics was
to synthesize the beauty of natural landscape and the social
1 Li, Xian-kui, "A New Look on
Fengshui and the Creation of a
Landscaped City," Architectural

harmony of the human environment, and create an atmosphere

Journal, n. 2, 1994, p.15

of stability, peacefulness and prosperity for the inhabitants.

2 Man-Ho Kwok Martin Palmer and
Jay Ramsay, Tao Te Ching, (Rockprot, MA: Element Inc.193) p.110

Nature was skillfully incorporated into the design the artistic
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conception of the built environment. Specifically, techniques
like view-borrowing, view-mirroring, view-accentuating and
view-complementing were applied in the design of traditional
cities. I View-borrowing focused on creating visual linkages
with the surrounding landscape, such as mountains and rivers,
bringing views into the built environment. Often sighted at the
entrance of streets, lanes or buildings, the presence of scenery
beautified the human environment and at the mean time consolidated the notion that man and nature are inseparable.
View-mirroring was to construct pavilions on top of mountains
which sit on the symbolic axis of towns and cities. Echoing from
afar, the structures encouraged people to ascend to a height to
enjoy a full view of their cities. View-accentuating helped to
enliven and humanize the surrounding environment by adding
a simple stroke - usually tiny structures like pavilions or towers
Fig. 2-4: A Small Town in Southern
China in the reign of Emperor Qian
Long 2

Li, p.15
2 Michele Pirazzoli-T'serstevens,

Living Architecture: Chinese, (London: Macdonald & Co. Ltd, 1964)
p.10
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- at the entrance to river or towns, creating landmarks for the
built environment. Without major intervention, this technique
demonstrated its effectiveness in transforming nature. Finally,
when the pattern of FengShui is less desirable, the Chinese
would not hesitate to make efforts to improve their living environment by view-complementing. If a mountain was of inadequate height, a tower would be constructed to make up for it. If
the soil was barren, trees were grown to beautify it. Ifthere was
dearth of water, a lake was then dug out. 1 All together, these
attempts were not simply for the sake of aesthetics. They
revealed the Chinese conception of the unity of man and
nature. Though physically a city or building was bounded by its
walls, conceptually it went beyond its limit. It was a holistic
environment where the Chinese lived and searched for coprosperity.
To illustrate, the city of Beijing is a good example in
which natural beauty was organically integrated into the design.
Efforts was made to improve the FengShui of the city. The Coal
Hill, which sit on the main north-south axis and to the north of
the Forbidden City, was piled up by the earth dug out from the
moats. While it functions as a barrier protecting the Forbidden
City from a cold north wind - the evil force according to the
interpretation of YinYang, it also becomes an agreeable land1 Li, p.15

scape that people can appreciate from below and afar. On top
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of the Hill, a pavilion was built where one could enjoy the compelling axis of the capital and a panoramic view of the city.
Besides, when the capital was reconstructed in the
early Ming Dynasty in the 14th century, water from Jade Spring
Hill was brought in to extend the area of South Sea Lake in the
Imperial City. As a result, the famous "Three Seas" - North Sea
Lake, Central Sea Lake and South Sea Lake - were able to
form a lager area of water surfaces around which recreation
facilities for the Imperial Family were constructed. The presence of water with its appropriate scale and picturesque scenery gave life to the Imperial complex which was rigidly laid out.
The natural free forms met with the strict regularity of the city
grid. "The two forms harmonized with and complemented each
other", exhibiting beauty of a unified whole.1
The overall orderliness of a Chinese city came from

Regularity

not only the unity between the whole and parts as well as harmony with nature, but also the geometric regularity of the city.
Unlike the pre-industrial European urban settlements, which in
most cases resulted from spontaneous growth, a traditional
Chinese city owed its birth to planning, a field in which the Chinese were pioneering. In the practice of laying out their cities,
especially imperial capitals, the Chinese for years had been
Liang-yong, A Brief History of
ancient Chinese City Planning, (kassel: gesamthochschulbiblithek,
1985) p. 78
1 Wu,

referring to an ideal model documented in the Kao Gong Ji
(Record of Trades) section of Zhou Li (Book of Rites), compiled
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by Confucian scholars around 150 B.C.

1

The model crystal-

lized the Chinese pursuit of order and harmony in the society
and was responsible for the strict regularity that the Chinese
cities exhibited.
Two paragraphs in the Kao Gong Ji described the
establishment of the Zhou Capital with a diagram.
The jiangren (builder) builds the state, leveling the
ground with the water by using a plumb-line. He lays out
posts, taking the plumb-line (to ensure the posts' verticality), and using their shadows as the determinators of
a mid-point. He examines the shadows of the rising and
Fig. 2-5: The Zhou Capital in Kao_
Gong Ji 2

setting sun and makes a circle which includes the midpoints of the two shadows.
The jiangren constructs the state capitals. He makes
a square nine Ii on each side; each side has three
gates. Within the capital are nine north-south and nine
east-west streets. The north-south streets are nine carriage tracks in width. On the left (as one faces south, or,
to the east) is the Ancestral Temple, and to the right
(west) are the Altars of Soil and Grain. In the front is the
Hall of Audience and behind the market. 3 & 4
The passage sketched out the characters of the
generic Chinese city form - suqareness, north-south orienta-

Miao, "Seven Characteristics of
Traditional Urban Form in Southeast
China," Traditional Dwellings & Settlements Review. n. 1-2 1989-1991
2 Nancy Shatzman Steinhardt, Chinese Imperial City Planning, (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press,
1990) p.34
3
Ibid., p.33
4 Wu, pp.3-4
1 Pu

tion, symmetry and chess-board street pattern. With the
ingrained notion of unity between man and heaven, ancient
Chinese considered that human order and cosmic order were
intertwined. Therefore, a city was structured as a symbol of the
universe and reflected its order. The diagram was in the shape
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of a perfect square, each side of which was pierced by three
gates. In total, twelve gates corresponded to twelve months of
the year. 1 Axial symmetry could be explained by the reflection
of the alternation and contrast of dyadic opposites - summer
and winter, day and night. From the passage, one reads that
city builders used the sun shadows to determine the median
line. Besides, orientation was of prime importance. Since for
the Chinese north was associated with cold and threat from
nomadic people - the force of Yin, cities including all important
buildings were sited against north and opened towards south
which was characterized by warmth and peacefulness. This
resulted in the easy recognition of the "front" and "back" side of
a city by visitors.2 The street pattern shown in the diagram was
another distinct feature. East-west and north-south arteries
crossed the city perpendicular to one another, forming a
checker board pattern. 3
The influence of the diagram and its descriptions
recorded in the Kao Gong Ji has been far-reaching, for it had
been playing the role of an ideal model upheld by Confucian
orthodoxy. Scholars such as Professor Wu Liangyong point out
that the diagram ought to be partly historical and partly prescriptive.

4&s

This argument suggests that the documented

Zhou Capital was not entirely based on the historical facts of
the real city. It certainly carried the authors interpretation of
Chapter II: Traditional Cities And The Chinese Mind

1 Pirazzoli-T'serstevens, p.11
2 Miao, p.38

3 Steinhardt, p. 33
4 Miao, p. 38
5
Wu, p.4

how a city should be in its idealized form. With the Royal Palace placed at the center of the orthogonal grid, the model honored the centralized feudal monarchy and was emblematic of a
good society. Its rigid geometric form crystallized the Confucian
pursuit of a regulated society of order and harmony.
The enduring dominance of Confucianism paved
way for a long life of the ideal model, which was applied in the
design of not only imperial capitals of all successive dynasties
but many provincial towns. Although the degree to which the
Fig. 2-6: Luoyang, Capital of Northern Wei Dynasty (around 500 A.D.)'

Fig. 2-7: Ye, Capital of Wei Dynasty(around 200 A.D.) 2

1 Wu,

p. 26

-

..

2 Ibid., p.24
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Fig. 2-8: Dadu, Capital of Yuan
Dynastyl
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pattern was adhered to varied from place to place due to practical reasons such as terrain, discernible were the presence of a
square or rectangular plan, cardinal orientation, symmetry and
a system of street grid.

2

Cities like Ye of Wei Dynasty, Luoy-

ang of Northern Wei, Chang'an of Tang and Kaifeng of Northern Song Dynasty exemplify the imprints of the ideal model.
Among them, Dadu (Great Capital) of Yuan Dynasty counts as
one of the most faithful followers. Slightly rectangular in plan 7400 meters from north to south and 6650 from east to west the city had two gates on the north side and three on each of
the others. Its north-south axis stretched from Lizheng Men (a
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1 Wu, p. 55
2 Miao, p. 37

southern city gate) through the Imperial City, Palace City and
the Wanning Bridge to the Central Pavilion, the geometric center of the whole city where the horizontal axis between Chongren Gate and Heyi Gate intersected the main axis. A regular
street system characterized the city. It was formed by taking
several streets leading to the city gates as the arterial streets,
and then building another arterial street between every two city
gates with a few exceptions. In total, there were nine arterial
streets running north-south and another nine east-west. 1
Marco Polo had a description of Dadu after 1275 when he
arrived. "The streets are so broad and straight that from the top
of the wall on one gate you can see along the whole length of
the road to the gate opposite." "The whole interior of the city is
laid out in squares like a chess-board". 2
Hierarchy

In addition to unity and regularity, explicit hierarchy
also contributed to the orderliness a traditional Chinese city.
First of all, the street system demonstrated distinct grade differences. 3 The central axis of the city apparently belonged to the
first grade. In most cases, they were reserved exclusively for
the emperor and his entourage. They were the widest, over 100
meters. In Chang'an of Tang Dynasty, the central street, Zhuque men Dajie was 155 meters wide. It had water channels on

1Wu, p.56

both sides, along which Chinese scholar-trees and elms were

2 Boyd, pp. 61-62
3 Wu, pp. 30-31

planted. In KaiFeng of Song Dynasty, the Imperial Street was
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Fig. 2-9: Kaifeng, the Eastern Capital of Northern Song Dynasty'

Fig. 2-10: Beijing, Capital of Ming
Dynasty2

even 300 meters in width, leading from the front of Xuande
Gate to the Zhuque Gate. It actually turned into an elongated
palace square. Similar to that in Changan, water channels were
placed alongside and trees were grown to beautify the street so
as to underline its distinctiveness.3 The second-grade streets
consisted of major arteries with width ranging from 25 meters
(such as those in Yuan DaDu) to 68 meters as in the case of
Tang's Chang'an. The third grade was made up of small streets
that served interneighborhood traffic. They could go up to 25
meters wide. The smallest streets were called hutong or lanes,

1 Wu, p.46
2 Ibid., p. 69

only 6 to 7 meters in width. In the old fabrics of many historical

3 Ibid., pp. 47- 48

Chapter II: Traditional Cities And The Chinese Mind

cities, like Beijing and Xian, there are still remnants of these
type of lanes. As Professor Wu, Liangyong describes, these
hutongs, which were spaced out 60 to 75 meters apart and
usually running from east to west, grew from the north-south
main streets and subdivided the superblocks into many narrow
rectangular pieces, each with its long side facing north and
south. The main streets are "like a spine", and "the trunk and
branches were distinct and well-ordered." I
Not only the street system but the organization of space
in traditional cities exhibited hierarchy. The Confucian belief
that harmony in the family led to that in the state and to that in
the world exerted its influence. The pursuit of order and harmony filtered down to all levels of the Chinese society. The
interplay of relationships between the individual and family,
between the family and community and between the community and state suggested overlapping and yet hierarchical
order. A city metaphorically symbolized a framework of the
social system and was divided into a series of units, which
were relatively independent and progressively smaller - from
the town to the neighborhood and to the private house - "which
repeated on a reduced scale the forms of the larger units. A
house may be viewed as a town in miniature; the town as a
1

house on a vast scale".

Wu, p.74
2 Pirazzoli-T'serstevens, p.11

2

Neighborhood was a key element in the ladder of
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the organization of space, linking the city and the private
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house. In the early stage of urban development, neighborhood
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was in the form of blocks. A fully mature block system first
appeared in Chang'an of Tang Dynasty. The city had a rectan-
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gular plan, 9,721 meters long and 8,651 wide. A checker-board
pattern was formed by fourteen streets running from east to

Cre wene 0.e.

divided into 110 "fangli" - street block units of different sizes.
Small ones measured 500 to 590 meters from north to south,
558 to 1025 east to west and covered about 30 to 50 hectares.
Large blocks along the city walls had an area of more than 90
hectares. The blocks functioned as small and self-contained
cities within the city. Inthe interest of social control each one of
them was gated and had its own rammed-earth walls built
around it. Some had two gates and some four, depending on
the size of the blocks. Within the walls, a typical block was further divided into 16 small units by criss-crossing streets. While
the common people lived in the inner subdivisions, only high
officials, nobles and important temples had the privilege to
occupy the area along block-wall facing onto the main streets.
On average, a block accommodated 10,000 people. There
were strict rules governing the times for the opening and closing of the gates for each blocks. With such tight control, the
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Fig. 2-12: Chang'an of Tang
Dynasty.(Wu, p. 29)
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one million in the Capital city.'
Although the block system later gave way to the
"open neighborhood and street system"

2 where

block walls

were removed due to the increasing economic activities, the
influence of the block endured. Traditional Chinese residential
clusters shared similarities of the closed blocks, which promoted a strong sense of community. Above all, a neighborhood

Fig. 2-13: Xu Guo Fang Gateway
(Ming Dynasty) 3

had its own name. "Fang" and "Li", the symbols of residential
units at urban scale, were continued to be used as the key
characters in the nomenclature of neighborhoods. One reads
addresses like "Peace Li" and "Happiness Fang" etc. A distinct
boundary was another legacy. Even though no walls would be
built to separate one neighborhood from another, conceptually
inhabitants had consensus of where the edges of his community were. To strengthen identity, sometimes Paifang or gateways, decorated in bright colors, were erected at the entrance
to the main streets that led into the neighborhood. The most
valuable aspect of a neighborhood was its being the intermediate unit that communicate with both the city and the family. It
gave people a sense of belonging through which they shared
with a large, though loosely-bounded, group of others in the
urban environment, which to certain degree consolidated group
consciousness. The solidity of community eventually brought
about the peacefulness and stability in the society.
Chapter II: Traditional Cities And The Chinese Mind

1 Wu, pp. 30-33
2 Wu Jin, "The Historical development of Chinese Urban Morphology," Planning Perspectives, n. 8,
1993, p.29
3 Liu, Laurence G. Chinese Architecture (London: Academy Editions,
1989) p.244

Humanness -

A Microscopic Analysis

If "orderliness" is the word to summarize the macroscopic overview of the traditional Chinese cities, "humanness"
in brief pinpoints the essence of the urban environment on a
micro-level. Human scale, street life and courtyard type architecture helped to cultivate an environment of human sensibilities.
Although the Chinese were quite capable of erect-

Human scale

ing multi-storeyed structures, such as the Buddhist pagodas,
their preference to horzontality and uniform height was apparent. Rarely did traditional buildings rise beyond two stories.
Important buildings were distinguished by its site (within a complex), its area, its use of costly materials and the degree of decFig. 2-14: The depth and layers of
space intraditional Chinese
2
Architecture

oration.

1

The dominance of low buildings provided human

scale, which ensured the intimacy between man and the living
environment. Besides, the way in which the Chinese experienced and appreciated architecture was not through the excitement of a static, volumetric space of immense scale, which
tended to distance itself from viewers. The Chinese were
skilled in manipulating a group of buildings on the horizontal
plane, creating sequences or layers of spaces whose depth
and variations counted. Consequently, together with the low
heights man and the built environment established a close rela-

1 Pirazzoli-T'serstevens,

2 bi.

p.11

tionship through which the two communicated and merged.

p.71
An Ideal Model For The Chinese New Town

The public realm in traditional Chinese cities also

The importance of the
street

had its own features, on which Pu Miao elaborates in his article
"Traditional Urban Form in Southeast China". Unlike European
medieval and Renaissance cities, in which public activities took
place in piazzas and places, traditional cities in China lacked
spaces for large-scale public gatherings. Although some sorts
of "square" did exist in front of important buildings, at the ends
of bridges or near city gates, they were not intended to be used
for public events. The placement of the open space was primarily to serve the main buildings, keeping a distance from the
ordinary people. Commercial activities were not allowed within
a certain distance from the front yard of an official building.
Besides, these open spaces were a lot informal compared to
western piazzas, lacking unifying design elements such as
ground paving or similar treatment of surrounding building
facades. Furthermore, the amount of large-scale open space
was unproportionally inadequate considering the size of the
whole city. In many provincial towns, the only two large,
planned spaces were the yard in front of Yamen - the local government - and Confucian temple.

1

Whereas there was an absence of the "square",
small open spaces were abundant. They evenly scattered
across the city, as Miao describes. Viewing from the air, "one
would have seen many 'shallow hollows' spreading over the
Chapter II: Traditional Cities And The Chinese Mind

1 Miao, p.39

built area. These were courtyards, gardens, small open areas
near public walls and bridges and other forms of open space.
These spaces were 'shallow' because most of the buildings
around them were only one or two stories high. Since the
dimension of the building mass between courtyards rarely
exceeded 25 - 30 feet, 'shallow hollows' were distributed
evenly throughout the city." 1
The absence of the "square" and the small-sized
open space shaped the unique characters of traditional urban
life in China. In the place of the "square', the street became the
major stage for business and social intercourse. In terms of
their configuration, streets could be categorized into commercial and residential ones, which by nature were widely different.
The emergence of the commercial street coupled
with the development of urban commodity economy at the end
of the 10th century. For example, in the city of KaiFeng, the
Capital of Northern Song Dynasty, thriving business activities
and the vitality of city life was vividly depicted in a famous scroll
painting, "Riverside Scene During the QingMing Festival."2
Shops lined up on both sides of the streets. Bustling bazaars,
wineshops, restaurants and tea houses, amusement centers
and play-houses greatly enlivened the city.3 On these commer1 Miao, p. 45
2 Wu, pp. 40-41

cial streets, one sensed the vital pulse of urban life.

The vitality of street life became one of the most dis-

3 Ibi., p.47
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tinguished characteristics that endured in traditional Chinese
cities. To illustrate, one reads a description of Beijing by an
eighteenth-century traveller:1
One is astonished to see the enormous crowds that
fill these streets, where there is not a woman to be
seen, and the jams caused by the amazing number of
horses, mules, donkeys, camels, wagons and sedan
chairs, not to mention the knots of one or two hundred
men who gather in every open space to listen to fortune-teller, thimble-riggers, ballad-singers and others
who read or tell comic tales... or sorts of quacks who
are eloquent in extolling the miraculous properties of
the remedies they distribute. Anyone not of the commonalty would be stopped repeatedly were he not preceded by a horseman who wards off the crowd and

Chapter 11: Traditional Cities And The Chinese Mind

1 Pirazzoli-T'serstevens, p. 51
2 Boyd, pp. 46-47

Fig. 2-15: "Riverside Scene During the
2
QingMing Festival

exhorts them to give way....
Kenneth Treister, an American architect and world
traveller writes, "the streets of China's cities are their greatest
assets." 1 In his analyses, people, shops and trees are three of
the key ingredients that make the (traditional) Chinese city
streets wonderful. First, (the commercial) streets are full of people, who turn streets and sidewalks into their true living space.
Second, continuous parades of small shops and food establish1 Treister, p. 43

ments front and define streets without setbacks. These "shops

and food purveyors add color, texture, calligraphy, and graphic
design while providing services and amusements for the passerby." Third, a large quantity of street trees beautify the urban
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space by providing green foliage and soft shade.

1

Treister's statement is no exaggeration. As a matter
of fact, streets were not only the most valuable assets to Chinese cities in terms of their architectural presence but truly
meaningful if one takes into account their social role. Since
streets were for linear movement, and there was a lack of
squares, static activities could only take place at nodes or
some small spots along the street or other forms of open

Fig. 2-16: Streets are full of human
activities2

spaces. On a traditional commercial street, one observed the
pattern of social interaction of the Chinese people. Generally
speaking, they were in favor of small-group gatherings. Friends
and relatives would frequently meet at teahouses, retail shops,
restaurants and in the courtyards of public institutions such as
native-place association halls and popular temples.3 They
would chat, play chess, joke or simply gossip. This became
part of their routines. It was this that revealed the humanist
aspect of the Chinese society. Man lived as a social being. He
maintained a close relationship with a relatively small yet fixed
circle of people - of course including his family members - with

whom he shared his life story, happiness or sadness. Kinship
and friendship were highly valued. The Confucian ideals of
benevolence and mutual love exerted their profound influence.
It was the sincere and natural attachment among people that

1 Treister, pp. 43-46
2 ibid. p. 44

molded an environment of human sensibilities which character-

3 Miao, p. 39
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Fig. 2-17 1 &Fig. 2-18 2: Residential
streets

ized the Chinese society.
While commercial streets were bustling with activities, and people actively engaged in small-scale gatherings,
traditional residential quarters in contrast presented a totally
different scene. Exclusiveness and serenity prevailed. Miao
draws a comparison between the traditional residential streets
in China and those in Western medieval towns. In the latter
case, "the interior space of a house often opened directly onto
the street through doors and windows. Domestic activities easily spilled into the public domain so that city residents of middle
and lower classes used the street as their front yards."3 In other
words, private and public space were only loosely separated.
Whereas in China, the division between the two zones was virtually a clear cut. Privacy of family life was emphasized. Seen

1 Liu, Laurence G., p.173

from the street, the courtyard house "presented a bare facade."

2Blaser, Werner, Courtyard House
in China. (Stuttgart: Birkhauser Verlag Basel, 1979) p.13
3 Miao, p.40

Although there were window openings, they were often
reduced to minimum and placed near the top of the wall.Thus,
An Ideal Model For The Chinese New Town

walking in the neighborhood, one could only get a glimpse of
the interior of a house. Few activities happened in these narrow
and walled residential streets. 1 One enjoyed a high level of privacy behind the wall of his own world - the courtyard house -

where Confucian ideals were fully solidified.

The courtyard architecture was the prevailing build-

The courtyard type architecture

ing type in China. They were found in both urban and rural
areas across the country. From the splendid palaces of the
imperial family to the multi-court house complexes of the

Fig. 2-19: Plan of a typical Beijing
House 2

wealthy feudal officials down to a small country town house of
the peasant, the same set of building principles was shared. In
brief, the courtyard architecture was a quintessential embodiment of the Confucian ideology as well as the notion of YinYang.
A typical courtyard house best exemplified this

[

building type. Its layout presented the following characteristics:
(1) In a rectangular plan that was north-south oriented, buildings were arranged along the edges, three or four sides, surrounding a court. (2)All buildings faced toward the court, taking
advantage of the space to meet the needs of lighting, ventilation, drainage and circulation. (3) Walls or corridors were used

A

__7

.T ft RT

to link buildings together to form an enclosure, closed to the
1 Miao, p. 40

public. The whole structure oriented inward with the main
Chapter II: Traditional Cities And The Chinese Mind

2Boyd,

p.80

entrance facing south. Seldom was an opening placed on the
north side. (4) If a courtyard house was not large enough and
needed expansion, it would be extended in depth and in width.
A new courtyard could be added to the side or the back of the
existing one in a manner that courtyards interlinked so that
solid and void alternated. (5)The main circulation route usually
followed the periphery of the courtyard and was protected from
rain and sunlight by the deep eaves of the buildings. (6)Within
the complex, a north-south axis dominated and hierarchical
order was applied to the arrangement of the different rooms.
The central hall - family living room - and the bedrooms of the

elder were placed on the main axis and at the far end of the
complex. Children and other members of the extended family's
bedrooms were situated on the flanks of the yard. Servants and
guests lived in the suites on the south, next to the entrance. In
general, the further behind the front door the location was, the
higher the status the family members were. 1
The courtyard house was of dual quality. It not only
accommodated everyday family life but also provided a setting
for ceremony.2 The central hall and the yard were the nucleus
of the compound. The latter epitomized the traditional Chinese
architectural space, the former carried the profound meanings
1 Liu, (Art), p. 713

Nelson 1.Wu, Chinese and Indian
Architecture, (New York: Georage
Braziller, 1963) p.34

2

of the Confucian philosophy. The hall sat on a platform that
was a few steps above the yard. Memorial tablets of the famAn
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ily's ancestors were set up against the main wall facing toward
the entrance. The side walls, doors, window openings and all
furniture were symmetrically arranged in well order. The place
was of solemnness. Since the room looked onto the courtyard,
one could see the sky from inside. It was here where the family
faced heaven, earth and ancestors. Time, space and culture
intersected. Possessing such a sacred place, the family was
able to hold important ceremonies like celebrations, banquets,
weddings and funerals within the enclosed world of their own.1
Sitting in the hall and looking out, the Chinese saw himself not
at all fixed in the center of his world but beyond the high walls.
He first regulated human relationships in the family in order to
achieve internal harmony. 2 He cultivated virtue by fulfilling the
Confucian doctrines. He worshipped his forefathers, practiced
filial piety toward his parents, respected the elders, educated
his children the proper equitette and took good care of them.
Consequently, a micro-climate of love, benevolence and
respect was then created. The blood relationship among family
members were strengthened. The family turned into an indivisible unit of the society.
While the central hall was of cultural significance, it
was the courtyard that provided flexible and functional space to
meet the needs of the users. Lighting, ventilation and circulation of all rooms basically relied on the yard. In addition, it was
Chapter II: Traditional Cities And The Chinese Mind

1Liu, (Art), pp. 714-715
2 Wu, Nelson I., p.35

Fig. 2-20: The presence of nature in
the courtyard house 1

an ideal place for the Chinese to express their love of nature.
Depending on its size, the court could be decorated with various types of small-scale landscaping such as flowering shrubs,
lawns, artificial mountains, a fish jar and trees. Thus, a delightful scene was composed for the benefit of the surrounding
suites. Contrary to the central hall, where one had to seriously
and properly behave, the courtyard was much more informal.
Children's playing, family member's exercising, chatting and
enjoying a cool during the hot summer took place here. Sometimes, when it was necessary, the yard could be used to dry
grains or turned into a temporary family handicraft workshop. It
was also an auxiliary space of the hall. It helped to accommodate more visitors during ceremonies. 2In short, although it had
never been programmed when the house was built, the court1 Treister, p. 15
2 Liu, (Art), p. 716

yard became more meaningful because of its flexibility.

3 Chen, p. 194

Laotzu's words reverberate, 3
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Without allowance for filling, a valley will run dry;
Without allowance for growing, creation will stop functioning.
The most valuable aspect of the courtyard house
lied in its semi-transparency. On the one hand, it physically
screened off the public streets with high walls and offered privacy to the residents. On the other hand, one was by no means
isolated from the outside world. He could see the sky and be
aware of the passing-by of time and the alternation of seasons.
On the presence of nature,Joseph Needham exclaims,

1

One of my most dominant impressions for some time
after first returning to Europe from China was the sense
of loss of intimate contact with the weather. The
wooden lattice windows covered with paper (often torn),
the thin plaster walls, the open verandahs outside every
room, the sound of rain-water dripping in the courtyards
and small patios, warmth made individual by fur-lined
gowns and charcoal fires - everything gave a consciousness of Nature's moods, of rain, snow, wind and
sunshine, from which one is utterly isolated in European
housing.
The courtyard house was the crystallization of the
Confucian ideology and the notion of YinYang. The whole compound was a representation of the both / and attitude of the
Chinese mind. It was enclosed and yet transparent. It not only
possessed a sacred place - the central hall - for formal and sol-

emn family activities, but also created a flexible and free open
space that blended with nature. It was the symbol of the family
and kinship, the cornerstone of the humanist society. Its bound70
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Needham, p.63

ary was limited but not confined. From that one cultivated virtue
and reached out to the state and finally to the world.
To summarize the characteristics of the traditional Chinese cites in the context of humanism, they were "cities for
man" with the overall urban order as well as the sense of
humanness. The former was given by unity, regularity and hierarchy. The latter was due to human scale, the richness of street
life and the courtyard type architecture. The Chinese thoughts,
such as the collective consciousness, both / and attitude, the
notion of virtue, the pursuit of social harmony and so on, played
a significant role in shaping the urban environment.
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CHAPTER III:
FIRSTHAND INFORMATION ON CONTEMPORARY CHINESE CITIES
The following analysis is based on the findings during the
author's trip back to China in January, 1997. Due to the brevity
of the stay, the information gathered is far from being complete.
Nonetheless, what has been observed and recorded does
sketch out a picture which allows one to have a general understanding of the current situation of the urban environment in
China.
Four cities were visited. Among them, Guangzhou is the capital city of the GuangDong Province and the largest city in
Southern China. While it is quickening its steps toward modernity, some parts of the traditional city fabric remain untouched,
fortunately. Therefore, the material presented covers both the
new and old environment, as a comparison. The city of Shenzhen and Guicheng are two post-reformation cites, especially
the latter, in which construction began in the early 90's.
HongKong in general offers a lot of helpful ideas for Chinese
designers in terms of dealing with high-density urban environment. Therefore, it is also included for reference.
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Without continuous street walls,
the wide boulevard, which is the
main axis of the city, has actually
turned into a "field" of traffic flow
in the eyes of a pedestrian.

Fig.3-1: Shen-Nan Rd., Shenzhen

Fig.3-2: Dong-Fend Rd., Guangzhou
Buildings stand as individual
objects among which no coordination in the architectural design
can be found

Fig.3-3: Main Street, Guicheng
Chapterl II: Firsthand Information on Contemporary Chinese Cities

Completed around the same
period of time, these four new
"giants" occupy one of the most
expensive sectors of the city.
However, not only there is no
coordination in the use of materials and architectural languages, but also no physical
connection between adjacent
buildings.

Fig.3-4: Shen-Nan Rd., Shenzhen
In front of the city's largest book
store, where there are a lot of
people and public activities,
there is not enough space.

Fig.3-5: Tian-He Rd., Guangzhou
The grand-scale open space is
only sparsely used, even on
weekends.

Fig.3-6: Open Space, Guicheng
An
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In Guangzhou, crossing a street
is much more difficult than one
can imagine, especially an outsider. Among the competitors for
the right of way, pedestrians are
definitely the weakest.

Fig.3-7: Tian-He Rd., Guangzhou
Someone (actually there are
more during rush hours) would
risk his life by climbing over the
fence and crossing the elevated
highway because of the inappropriate placement of the pedestrian bridges.

Fig.3-8: XianLieNan Rd., Guangzhou

Fig.3-9: XianLieNan Rd., Guangzhou
Chapterlli:Firsthand Information on Contemporary Chinese Cities

HongKong in general has done
its best to create a pleasant and
safe environment for pedestrians. Covered bridges like this
can be seen everywhere.

Fig.3-10: Tuen Men., HongKong
A underground tunnel for pedestrians.

Fig.3-11: Ma On Shan., HongKong
A covered walkway that links two
estates together.

Fig.3-12: Shun Lee Estate,
HongKong
An Ideal Model For The Chinese New Town

South Ya-yuan is a typical, modern residential neighborhood high-rise buildings with low coverage ratio of the site. In many
cases, the ill-defined open space
becomes meaningless.

Fig.3-13: South Ya-yuan, Guangzhou

Fig.3-14: South Ya-yuan, Guangzhou

Similar conditions can be
observed in HongKong. The
public space between buildings
has become residual.

Fig.3-15: Wong Tai Sin, HongKong
Chapteri ll:Firsthand Information on Contemporary Chinese Cities

Placed on top of the podium and
separated from the public street,
this community space is up to its
job.

Fig.3-16: Shun On Estate,
HongKong
The activities of the residents
make the space more truly
meaningful.

Fig.3-17: Shun On Estate.,
HongKong
Small retail shops (on top of the
podium) offer convenience to the
residents.

Fig.3-18: Shun On Estate,
HongKong
An Ideal Model For The Chinese New Town

This is a highly successful openair fresh-food market, through
which one senses the humanist
aspect of the Chinese society.
Currently it is squeezed in the
space between two rows of highrise apartment buildings unfornately. A better location should
be considered in future design.

Fig.3-19: Jian-She Rd., Guangzhou
Small vendor's stands activate
the residual space between
buildings.

Fig.3-20: Jian-She Rd., Guangzhou
Grocery market placed on the
ground floor provides convenience to the residents.

Fig.3-21: Shun On Estate,
HongKong
Chapterlll:Firsthand Information on Contemporary Chinese Cities

The City Hall just had itself renovated by putting up a new face,
bluish, reflective curtain wall.

Fig.3-22: City Hall, Shenzhen
Love of the reflective glass wall!

Fig.3-23: Jian-She Rd., Guangzhou
Almost all new public structures
are wrapped with curtain walls.

Fig.3-24: Jian-She Rd., Guangzhou
An Ideal Model For The Chinese New Town

This is a well-known, traditional
commercial street in the city

Fig.3-25: Shang-Jiu Rd., Guangzhou
Built to the edges of the road
bed, the type of structure called "qi-lou" - offers a comfortable environment for pedestrians. It is especially suitable in
the south, where there is frequent rain.

Fig.3-26: Shang-Jiu Rd, Guangzhou
the
marks
gateway
The
entrance to the neighborhood,
giving it identity.

Fig.3-27: Shang-Jiu Rd, Guangzhou
Chapterl II: Firsthand Information on Contemporary Chinese Cities

A street in the old fabric of the
city.

Fig.3-28: the old city., Guangzhou
A narrow lane in the residential
neighborhood.

Fig.3-29: the old city., Guangzhou
Humanness prevails in the old
Guangzhou, which is about to be
wiped out in the recent future.

Fig.3-30: the old city., Guangzhou
An Ideal Model For The Chinese New Town

Characteristics of Chinese Cities - Past, Present and the New Model
Traditional cities

Contemporary cities

General principles for
the new model

most buildings function individually,
not fulfilling urban responsibilities
* misuse of architectural language,
materials
* no coordination among buildings
* oversimplified / no guidelines to
ensure the planning or urban design
ideas to be followed
* data-oriented in planning, less
attentions are paid to the design of
physical form

to develop strict guidelines to
ensure the realization of urban
order by regulating the appearance of buildings as well as their
fulfillment of civic responsibilities
* nature should be incorporated
into design organically.

The
overall

appearance
of a city

* the artistic conception
of the city as a whole
* constituent parts
maintain balance in
forming a unified whole
* in harmony with nature
* rules to regulate buildings (height, material,
construction methods,
style)

Civic
struc-

tue

borbo-

hood

*

city for man, human

ure*scale
prevailed

*city

for automobiles, the primary

to create a safe and pleasant

concern of planners is to design thor-

pedestrian system should be

oughfares, and autos overwhelm cities
* totally lack of safe, pleasant and
useful pedestrian system
*streets are poorly defined, buildings
turn their sides or backs to the
streets, or even not attempting to
define streets
" lack of streets of varied scale
" oversized blocks
" open space not functioning urbanistically
* mega-commercial structures
(malls) gradually wipe out small retail
business, threatening the traditional
street life

the first priority; effectively limit
the access of automobile where
necessary
* to reestablish the importance of
streets; buildings should
address streets while not giving
up the use of high-rise towers
* variations in street patterns
* to protect and encourage small
retail business to enrich street
life
* to design open spaces that
encourage participation

*

relative exclusive (privacy)
* courtyard house

lack of identity, universal presence,
no boundary
* no adequate service facilities within
"towers in the park"; no well-programmed public space, open space
exist for the sake of satisfying the

to establish neighborhoods of
self-sufficiency, providing necessary services within the walking
distance
* to create well-programmed and
well-defined semi-public space to

emphasized family life,
celebrated human sensibilities, which was the
essence of the traditional Chinese society
* presence of nature
within the house

planning codes rather than the need
of inhabitants
* sense of human sensibilities disappearing, not encouraging social interactions
* unsafe environment for inhabitants
from automobiles

remold an environment of

* hierarchy, streets of
varied scale (streets,
lanes and alleys)
* lack of squares, the
most important public
space was the street;
street life was enlivened
by commercial activities

residential clusters
marked by gates (iden-

*

tity)
*

chapterlI:sFirsthand Information on Contemporary Chinese Cities

human sensibilities; necessary
to reconsider the optimal scale
and size of housing complexes.

CHAPTER IV:
THE REDESIGN OF THE
GUANGZHOU NEW CITY
CENTER

If one questions what characters of the traditional city should
be carried on in today's society, the answer would be the overall
urban order as well as the environment of human sensibilities.
In this chapter, the redesign of the Guangzhou New City Center, as opposed to its original master plan of 1993 (Scheme 0)
serves as a demonstration of the new model for Chinese cities.
To look at Scheme 0, one notices the dominance of throughways and super-sized blocks with minimum number of internal
streets. In addition, a study on the existing urban design guidelines, mainly of District D,shows a lack of (probably no) consideration in the design of physical form.1 Given its program
requirements on parcelization of blocks, FAR, coverage ratio
and building setbacks, "Towers in the Park" will be the final
product of this new city center, where streets and open spaces
are vaguely defined and fail to shape a harmonious environment for social interaction.
In contrast, Scheme 1 aims at creating a "City for people" rather
than one for automobiles. Based on the findings of the study of
block sizes, it proves the feasibility of a compromise among
making more streets, buildings addressing streets as well as
the fulfillment of the low coverage ratio and high FAR that the
program requires. 2 The southeastern portion of the city is then
further developed in design.
Scheme 2 is a modification of Scheme 1. By trading off the low
coverage ratio, it allows lower heights of buildings, as compared to the previous scheme, in order to achieve the FAR
requirement. As a result, this scheme demonstrates a far superior solution in terms of the definition and hierarchy of the public
space system, which indirectly proves that the low coverage
ratio in the program is somehow unnecessary.
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CHAPTER V:
A STUDY ON THE APPROPRIATE BLOCK SIZES

In contemporary China, high FAR and low coverage ratio are
two key requirements in all newly-developed areas. For example, in District D of Scheme 0, a residential neighborhood,
almost all lots demand 6.5 to 7 FAR and no more than 35%
coverage ratio. Given these two numbers and assuming the
most frequently-used building type to be applied in the design,
one can foresee the final product of the Scheme, high-rise towers scattering around the site with large, undefined open space
and a lack of street life.
The goal of this study is to search for the appropriate ranges of
block sizes so that alternative building types can be applied.
The following criteria have to be compromised:
1 Buildings addressing streets
2 Making more streets
3 Satisfying the FAR (6.5 - 7) & cover ratio (35%) of the
existing scheme.
Step 1:
Deduce a mathematical equation to obtain the appropriate ranges of block sizes corresponding to different layouts of a block.
Step 2:
Apply the findings onthe existing scheme for testing.
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DEDUCTION OF A GENERAL EQUATION

Ji

--], I L==,4

i
I

LOT AREA = L x W
BLOCK AREA = X x Y
a123.4 = 1/2 STREET WIDTH
s1 23.4 = SIDEWALK + (ADDITIONAL SETBACKS)
COVERAGE = C

BUILDING WIDTH = M &N
A= MAXIMUM PERMITTED AREA OF THE BUILDING FOOTPRINT
=CxLxW
=

C x (X + al + a3 ) (Y + a 2 + a4 )

B = MINIMUM AREA OF (A)BUILDING(S) THAT DEFINE(S) STREETS
= 2 (X - s, - s)

A> B

x

M + 2 (Y - s

- S4

- 2M) x N

IFA>B, THEN MORE AREAS CAN BE OCCUPIED ALONG THE EDGES TO
ADDRESS STREETS
IFA<B, THEN AREAS HAVE TO BE TAKEN OUT FROM B TO MEET THE
REQUIRED A, WHICH MEANS STREETS WILL BE LESS DEFINED
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IF BUILDINGS OCCUPY THREE SIDES OF THE BLOCK AND ASSUME M=N,
THEN FROM A> B:
C (X+a 1 +a 3)(Y+a 2 +a 4)
> (X-s 1 -s3) M+2(Y-s

2

-s 4 -M) M

( the shaded area)

FROM WHICH:

X > Y[2M - C (a, + a3)] - ( C (a1 + a3)(a2 + a4) + M [s1 + s3 + 2 (s2 +s 4 + M)11
C

Y - [M - C (a2 + a 4)]

IF BUILDINGS OCCUPY FOUR SIDES OF THE BLOCK,
THEN FROM A> B:
C (X+a 1 +a3)(Y+a 2 +a 4)
> 2(X-s 1 -s3 ) M+2(Y-s

2

-s 4 -2M) N

FROM WHICH:
Y[2N - C (a1+ a3 )] - [ C (a1 + a3)(a2 + a4) + 2M (s1 + s3)+ 2 N (s2 +s 4 )+ 4MN)]
C Y -(2M - C (a2 + a4)]
(EQUATION 1)

EQUATION 1

THIS IS THE GENERAL FORMULA. GIVEN THE NUMBERS OF C, a,, se,, M
AND N,THE APPROPRIATE RANGE OF THE VALUE OF X (THE LENGTH OF
THE BLOCK) CAN BE OBTAINED, CORRESPONDING TO A SET VALUE OF Y
(THE WIDTH OF A BLOCK)
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TO SIMPLIFY EQUATION 1:
LET

(2N - C (a1 + a3 )] = A1
(C (a1 + a 3 )(a2 + a,) + 2M (s 1 + s3 )+ 2 N (s2 + s4 )+ 4MN) = B1
C = A2
(2M - C (a 2 + a4)] = B2

THEN EQUATION 1 CAN BE WRITTEN AS:
A2Y - B2
3000

2000-

1000 F

-1000 -

-2000-

-3000-

-4000

0

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

160

180

THE GRAPH SHOWS THAT HORIZONTAL LINE Y= B2 / A2 AND VERTICAL LINE X= Al / A2
DETERMINE THE SHAPE OF THE CURVES. SINCE ONLY POSITIVE VALUES OF XAND Y ARE
ACCEPTABLE, THE GRAPH ALSO SUGGESTS THE IMPORTANCE OF THE SELECTION OF
THE VALUE OF Y FROM WHICH A MEANINGFUL X CAN BE REACHED.
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DIFFERENT VARIABLES
FROM EQUATION 1,

LET

1

C = 35%
M=16, N=9

~2l

Sr = 4

a, =a 2 = 4, a3 = a, = 0

X -- Y RELATIONSHIP:

INTHIS CASE, Y RANGES FROM APPROXIMATELY 100 TO 125 WHILE X HAS TO BE LARGER
THAN 155 TO 88, RESPECTIVELY
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SOME ALTERNATIVES ON THE 4-SIDED LAYOUT OF BUILDINGS
LET

C=35%
M = N = 16 (ALL DOUBLE-LOADED)

s= 4
a,=a 2 =4, a3 =a4 =0
THEN:
X > (29.2Y - 1558.4)/ (0.35Y - 29.2)

WHEN Y =100, X = 234.75
LET

C=35%
M = N = 9 (ALL SINGLE-LOADED)

s,=4
a,= a2 =4, a3 =a

4

=0

'
THEN:
X > (15.2Y - 676) / (0.35Y - 15.2)
WHEN Y =50, X=36.5
Y =55, X= 39.5
Y = 60, X = 40.69

Y 65, X= 41.3
Y =100, X = 42.6

1.4-SIDED DOUBLE-LOADED LAYOUT IS OF UNREASONABLE SCALE , IF C = 35%
2. SINGLE-LOADED TYPE WORKS FOR SMALL BLOCKS.
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FROM EQUATION 1,
LET

C=35%
M=16, N = 0
g--g-g

,= 4

a, a,=4, a3 =.a. =0

K
V

X -- Y RELATIONSHIP:

IN THIS CASE, SMALL X AND Y CAN EASILY SATISFY THE LOW COVERAGE. HOWEVER,
WITH 2 SIDES OPEN, THE STREETS ARE LESS DEFINED.
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FROM EQUATION 1,
LET

C = 35%
M=16, N=16
s,=4

a,=a 2 =4, a3 =a4 =0

--

240

220

200

180

160

140

120

100

80"
40

50

60

70

80

90

100

110

120

130

140

X -- Y RELATIONSHIP:

THIS 3-SIDED LAYOUT IS PROBABLY THE MOST APPROPRIATE TYPE, GIVEN THE 35%
COVERAGE RATIO. INGENERAL, IT DEFINES STREETS BETTER THAN THE 2-SIDED TYPE
DOES. SINCE RELATIVELY SMALL VALUES OF XAND Y CAN BE OBTAINED, IT ALSO
ALLOWS MORE STREETS TO BE MADE THAN THE 4-SIDED TYPE DOES.
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MORE DETAILS ON THE 3-SIDED TYPE LAYOUT OF BUILDINGS:
LET

C=35%
M =N=16
s=

4

a, =a2 = a3 = 4, a4 = 0

7

THEN:
X > (29.2Y - 907.2) / (0.35Y - 14.6)

WHEN Y =60, X= 132
Y =65, X= 121.6
Y =70, X= 114.8
Y=75,X= 110

LET

C=35%
M =N=16

]rt

sn=4

a, =a 2 = a3 = a4

4

THEN:

x>

(29.2Y - 918.4) / (0.35Y - 13.2)

WHEN Y =50, X= 126
Y =55, X= 114
Y = 60, X = 107
Y =65, X= 102.6
Y=70, X= 100
Y=75,X=97
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FROM EQUATION 1,
LET

Y = 100
M=16, N=9
s, = 4

a1 =a 2 =4, aa=a 4 =0

240
220
200
180
160
140

120
100
80
60
40'-

0.25

0.3

0.35

0.4

0.45

X -- C RELATIONSHIP:
BETWEEN C= 35% TO 40%, X IS HIGHLY SENSITIVE TO THE CHANGE OF C, WHICH MEANS
THAT BY SLIGHTLY LOOSING THE CONSTRAINT ON COVERAGE RATIO, SMALLER BLOCKS
AND THUS MORE STREETS CAN BE MADE.
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FROM EQUATION 1,
LET

Y=100
M = N = 16
sn = 4

a1 =a 2 =4, a3 =a4 =O
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FROM EQUATION 1,
LET

Y=100
M =16 N=9
C = 35%
a1 =a 2 =4,
S1= s2 S=

a3 =a 4 =0
= 2- 10

=

200
180
160
140120100806040200
2

'
3

4

5

X ---- S RELATIONSHIP
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BLOCK SIZES
C=40% GROSS FAR
=7-10

C=35%, GROSS
FAR = 6.5-7

COVERAGE,

MIN # OF STORIES =MINOFSTORIES=

GROSS FAR &

17.5- 22
BUSINESS,
CONVENTION,
EXHIBTON

18.D-20
RESIDENTIAL

BUILDING USE

C=45% GROSS FAR
=6-10
MIN*OFSTORIES
17.3-22
BUSINESS,
OFFICE

GROSS FAR
=7-10
MIN*OFSTORIES=
17.5-25
BUSINESS,
TRADE
17.5-2

a, = a2 = 7.5

a, =a2 = 7.5
s,= 6

C=50'

BUSINESS,7.

M = 16

a, = a2 = 4

a, = a. = 7.5

a3 = 0
a4 = 0

s, = 4

s,= 6

X > (30.6Y-901.6) /
(0.35Y - 14.6)

X > (29Y.1110.5)/

X > (28.6Y-1113.3)/

X

(0.4Y - 13)

(0.45Y - 12.6)

(0.5Y - 12.2)

-

I

X=168

Y=60

X=57.2

Y=60

X=42

Y_60

133.4

65

59.6

65

45

65

125.3

70

61.3

70

47.2

70

119.6

75

62.6

75

48.9

75

115.4

80

63.7

80

50.3

80

112.2

85

64.5

85

51.5

85

109.6

90

65.2

90

52.5

90

107.5

95

65.8

95

53.3

95

105.8

100

66.3

100

54

100

104.4

105

66.7

105

54.7

105

103.1

110

67

110

55.2

110

102

115

67.4

115

55.8

115

101.1

120

67.7
--

.1

v______
_____

M = 20
a3 =0

al = a2 = 7.5
Sn = 5

a4 = 0

X

>

a, a a2 = 7.5

(37Y-1522.5)/

(0.4Y - 17)

An

120

120

1.

>..(28.2Y1116.1)/

sn=5
X > (36.6Y.1525.3)/
(0.45Y - 16.6)

a, = a2 = 7.5
sn = 5

X > (36.2Y-1528.1)/
(0.5Y - 16.2)

X=1 14

Y=60

X=74.4

Y=60

X=54.3

Y=60

109.2

65

75.7

65

57.1

65

106.1

70

76.5

70

59.2

70

104
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M=16
N=16
a3 = 0

a4 = 0

M = 20
N = 20
a3 = 0
a4 = 0

X=98.5

Y=105

98

110

97.7

115

97.3

120

a1

= a2 = 7.5

X=79

a1

Y=105

= a2 = 7.5

Sm= 5

Sn =5

X > (29Y.1686.5) /
(0.4Y - 29)

X

>

X=65.6

Y=105

66

110

a1 = a2 = 7.5
Sn =5

(28.6Y-1689.3)/

X

>., (28.2Y-1692.1)/

(0.45Y - 28.6)

(0.5Y - 28.2)

X=274.1

Y=70

X=42.3

Y=70

109.4

75

46.1

75

X=211.2

Y=80

89.3

80

48.3

80

155.7

85

81.4

85

49.8

85

131.9

90

77.3

90

50.8

90

118.7

95

74.7

95

51.5

95

110.3

100

72.9
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105
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Sn M5
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X
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X
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X=232.5
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VOLUME STUDIES

L~JL-~

1~

L
LOT AREA = L x W
BLOCK AREA = X x Y
a,.x = 1/2 STREET WIDTH
s,.,

= SIDEWALK + (ADDITIONAL SETBACKS)

GROSS COVERAGE = C

NET FAR = (G.FAR ( L x W )] / [(X - s1 - sq)(Y - s2 - s4)]
= (G.FAR (X+ a, + aa) (Y+ a2 + a,)] / ((X - s, - sq)(Y - S2 - s4)]
NET COVERAGE = [C(X + a, + aa) (Y+ a 2 + a4)] / [(X - s, - sq)(Y - S2 - s4)

EQUATION 2
NET FAR
NET COVERAGE

=

MIN. # OF STORIES, IFTHE PERMITTED
G.FAR = MAX. COVERED AREA IS FULLY OCCUPIED
C
AND BUILT ALL THE WAY FROM BOTTOM
TO TOP
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is.

I~. 2.

I

4IF Y IS LESS THAN 70, IT IS DIFFICULT TO ACHIEVE FAR = 7 FOR INNER BLOCKS WHICH
ARE BOUND BY SMALL, TERTIARY. STREETS. BLOCKS OF NARROW SHAPE (SUCH AS X =
122, Y=65) MIGHT BE USED ALONG THE EDGES OF LARGE STREETS.
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r16
4-

I I C~

110

IF Y > 80, A HIGH-RISE TOWER CAN BE BUILT IN THE MIDDLE , WHICH WILL COMPENSATE
THE BUILT AREA THAT ARE SACRIFICED BECAUSE OF THE LOW HEIGHTS OF THE BUILDINGS ALONG THE EDGE IN ORDER TO MAINTAIN A DESIRABLE STREET SECTION.
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TESTING FINDINGS ON THE EXISTING SCHEME

LOT D 7-3
L =82.5 W = 61.5
C =35%

s=s2 =9 , s3=9.5 ,s 4 =5
X=79 Y=61.5
FROM EQUATION 1:
A = 1775.8

B = 1976

A< B

LOT D 7-7
L=82.5 W=81
C = 35%

9g

s,=s 2 =9, s3 =9.5,s 4 =9
X=79 Y=81
FROM EQUATION 1:
A = 2338

B = 2472

A<B
I

LOT D 7-11

7o

L=82 W=70
C = 35%

s,=s 4 =9, s3 =9.5,s 2 =5
X = 79.5 Y = 70
FROM EQUATION 1:

1.4'L"
,4c

A = 2009

B = 2256

A<B

A < B INDICATES THE STREETS ARE LESS DEFINED AS THE 3-SIDED TYPE BUILDGING
LAYOUT SHOWS. (NEEDLESS TO COUNT SOME FURTHER LIMITIONS ON THE SPACING
BETWEEN THE MAIN BODIES OF THE BUILDINGS) IN GENERAL, THERE IS TOO MUCH
SETBACK AND INADEQUATE LENGTH X TO MATCH Y
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